Emerging therapeutic potential of transdermal clonidine: a prospective as an adaptogen

Abstract: Clonidine (CLO) has become popular in fields other than treatment of arterial hypertension. Transdermal (TD) CLO and oral CLO have comparable pharmacodynamics and therapeutic efficacy; the TD form has a reduced frequency of adverse effects. In patients with emesis, pain, gastrointestinal disorders, cognitive impairment, and dysphagia, TD drug delivery is the pharmacokinetic solution. CLO, within the “therapeutic range” of plasma concentration, is an agonist of alpha-2 adrenoreceptors (ATARs). The network of these receptors functions as an adaptive system, a vital link between the sympathoadrenergic system and multiple organs and systems. CLO activates this ATAR network and triggers transformations in cellular biology and in function of organs and systems. These reactions and responses increase resistance to stress/damage and protect the homeostasis. CLO enhances the adaptive response and is, therefore, an adaptogen. CLO and currently recognized phytoadaptogens cause similar changes in cellular signaling. CLO therapy is described by a new CLO-ATAR-adaptation concept. CLO therapy works within the ATAR network territory and makes adaptive sense. This concept explains successes of CLO therapy in diverse fields and its failures. It is ground for a prognosis on emerging therapeutic potential of TD CLO.
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Introduction
Clonidine (CLO) was first introduced into clinical practice in 1962 as nasal decongestant and was later recognized as an antihypertensive agent. In 1974, the Food and Drug Administration approved CLO for the treatment of hypertension. In 1984, the transdermal (TD) form of CLO was approved by the Food and Drug Administration for the treatment of mild-to-moderate hypertension as monotherapy or in a combination with a diuretic. In the following years, both oral and TD CLO became popular in fields other than hypertension, such as substance withdrawal, posttraumatic stress disorder, movement disorders, sleep medicine, attention deficit disorder, psychiatric syndromes, anesthesia and analgesia, gastrointestinal ailments, and others. The breadth of applications of CLO is intriguing. This article is not a comprehensive review of TD CLO. It addresses pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of TD CLO, physiological grounds of CLO therapy, advantages of TD CLO delivery and examines transformations in cellular biology and in function of organs and systems. This analysis will lead to a new concept of CLO therapy and to a prognosis on emerging therapeutic potential of TD CLO.

Alpha-2 adrenoreceptor network
Alpha adrenoreceptors are present on monoaminergic neurons and in other organs and systems. Alpha-1 receptors are postsynaptic; alpha-2 adrenoreceptors (ATARs) are both pre- and postsynaptic.
ATAR is a trimeric (alpha, beta, and gamma subunits) transmembrane protein with extra- and intracellular domains. ATAR is one of G protein-coupled receptors. When bound to an agonist, the receptor protein comes into contact with the cytoplasmic G protein that binds to guanine nucleotides, to magnesium (Mg²⁺), and to an effector. ²⁻⁴ This transformation results in various intracellular processes. The major change is the inhibition of adenylylate cyclase and decrease in conversion of adenosintriphosphate into cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP). cAMP is on the “cross-roads” of cellular metabolism. It activates the protein kinase A (PKA) which stimulates lipase in adipocytes and glycogenolysis in myocytes and hepatocytes. ⁵⁻⁶ Downregulation of adenylylate cyclase and PKA activity presents a cellular shift from a catabolic to an anabolic state, it saves energy stored in adenosintriphosphate for anabolic reactions, function of mitochondria, and protection against toxins. ⁷ In the prefrontal cortex (PFC), cAMP opens membrane channels and excessive opening of these channels, as it happens in stress, impairs cognition. Downregulation of cAMP production in the PFC may help cognitive functions. ⁸ Other effector-mediated cellular changes include acceleration of Na⁺/⁴⁺ exchange, ⁹ activation of K⁺ channels and hyperpolarization of the cellular membrane with suppression of neuronal firing and glandular secretion,⁺⁻¹² inhibition of voltage-sensitive Ca²⁺ channels in nerve terminals blocking the release of neurotransmitters from vesicles into the synapse, ¹³ and activation of phospholipase C with hydrolysis of phosphatidyl inositol into diacylglycerol and inositol triphosphate, ¹⁴ the latter linked to cognition. Interestingly, ATARs are able to distinguish between noradrenaline (NA) stereoisomers and has a greater affinity to the l form (l-NA). ¹⁵

The ATAR exist in three subtypes: 2a, 2b, and 2c ¹⁶ and are found in multiple organs. ¹⁷⁻¹⁹ The highest densities of ATAR are found in the hippocampus, amygdala, thalamus, locus coeruleus (LC), nucleus tractus solitarii and dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus, raphe nuclei, striatum, hypothalamus, limbic system, trigeminal nuclei, visceral sympathetic afferents, substantia gelatinosa of the spinal cord, descending serotonergic and noradrenergic pathways, lateral horns (intermediolateral column) of the thoracic spinal cord, nociceptive afferents, cardiovascular system, digestive system, and renal epithelium. The 2a receptors are found in the neural system and other organs, the 2b receptors in the thalamus, and the 2c receptors mostly in the brain. ²⁰⁻²²

ATAR modulates both sympathetic and parasympathetic outflow. Presynaptic ATAR in the LC, in the nucleus reticularis lateralis, in the medulla, and on pre- and postganglionic sympathetic neurons function as autoreceptors sensing NA and providing negative feedback. ²⁰ Presynaptic ATAR in the vagal nuclei (dorsal motor nucleus, nucleus tractus solitarii) and on postganglionic parasympathetic neurons function as “control key” heteroreceptors and turn off parasympathetic reflexes, for instance, salivation, gastrointestinal (GI) motility, and secretion, at times of sympathoadrenergic (SA) activity. ²⁰⁻²² While stimulation of presynaptic ATAR in the SA system causes vasodilatation, stimulation of postsynaptic ATAR on blood vessels causes vasoconstriction.²³⁻²⁴ Activation of ATAR in the hypothalamus/pituitary stimulates release of growth hormone. ²⁵⁻²⁶ Stimulation of ATAR in the pancreas inhibits secretion of insulin.²⁷⁻²⁸ ATARs are present on the network connecting sensory, limbic, neuroendocrine, motor systems, and higher brain regions. These ATARs are essential in brain connectivity and modulation of complex adaptive responses.²⁹⁻³²

Transdermal CLO
CLO is a mixed ATAR and alpha-1 adrenoreceptor agonist with greater (200:1) affinity to alpha-2 than to alpha-1 receptors.¹⁴ Within the “therapeutic range” of plasma concentration, 0.2–2.0 ng/mL, CLO interacts with alpha-2 receptors, and at plasma levels >2.0 ng/mL, CLO interacts with alpha-1 receptors.³³⁻³⁵ TD CLO is a four-layer therapeutic system (TTS) with a thickness of 0.2 mm, which releases CLO from a drug reservoir at a constant rate determined by a microporous membrane.³⁶ An increase in the size of the TTS leads to a proportional increase in the steady-state plasma concentrations.³⁷ The steady-state of CLO plasma concentration is achieved after 3–4 days of application and exists for at least 7 days.³⁷ After removal of the TTS, CLO is still released from the skin depot for the next 3–4 days, and a therapeutic plasma level is maintained.³⁷ In patients with hypertension, TTS that delivered from 0.1 mg to 0.4 mg of CLO a day provided therapeutic plasma levels of CLO <2.0 ng/mL.³⁷⁻³⁹ The steady-state plasma levels of CLO achieved with TTS is close to the trough levels achieved with equivalent daily amounts of orally administered CLO with absence of peak-to-trough variability.⁴¹ The elimination half-life of CLO in the TTS is 14–26 hours,³⁷⁻⁶⁰% of CLO is excreted unchanged by the kidneys with the remainder metabolized by the CYP450 system in the liver,⁴² where the 2D6 isoenzymes metabolize 60%–70% of the drug.⁴³ In plasma, only 20% of CLO is protein-bound.⁴³

CLO stimulates presynaptic ATAR in the LC and medulla and causes sympathoinhibition marked by decrease in plasma NA concentration by 27%–36%.³⁹⁻⁴⁴ The therapeutic effects
of oral and TD CLO are comparable, for instance, reduction in blood pressure (BP). 46-49 TD CLO does not cause a sustained reduction in heart rate (HR) and cardiac output. 45,50,51 Importantly, TD CLO does not affect the adaptive response to exercise when NA plasma concentration rises along with increase in HR and BP. 51 Lower plasma CLO levels seen with use of TTS lead to reduction in undesired effects such as drowsiness, xerostomia, and sexual dysfunction. 41,46,48,52 This decrease in adverse effects and a once-weekly dosing schedule improve compliance with treatment 53,54 reaching 96% 55 and 99%. 56

The frequency of skin reactions, such as erythema, ir- ruption, pruritis, and scaling, seen with TTS ranges from 9% 38 to 52%. 57,58 These untoward dermatological reactions usually resolve with patch removal; 59 however, some patients may develop type IV hypersensitivity dermatitis that flares up with subsequent use of the oral formulation. 60,61

The use of TD CLO led to a favorable change in the metabolic profile of patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus. 62 The favorable metabolic changes included a reduction in fasting glucose levels, reduction in insulin resistance, and enhanced glucose utilization. In addition, treatment with TD CLO resulted in reduction in both microalbuminuria and fibrinogen levels. 82

CLO and emesis
Activity of monoaminergic neurons was linked to emesis in animal studies. In pigeons, exposure to reserpine initially caused emesis via release of the monoamines, NA, and serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine). Augmentation of this release by ATAR antagonists, yohimbine and idazoxan, promoted emesis, whereas ATAR agonists CLO and alphamethylhalo- drenaline blocked their release and emesis. With continuous exposure to reserpine and depletion of monoamines, stimulation by yohimbine failed to cause emesis. 63 In ferrets, emesis caused by phosphodiesterase 4 inhibitors was also augmented by yohimbine and blocked by CLO. 64 This is an example of interaction at the level of postreceptor effector mechanism. Phosphodiesterase 4 inhibitors increase intracellular content of cAMP, and blockade of ATAR by yohimbine augments this increase. CLO, in turn, causes reduction in intracellular cAMP by stimulating ATAR. 64

CLO was used as an antiemetic in patients undergoing breast cancer surgery. 65 Co-induction with midazolam and CLO vs midazolam with placebo led to a decreased need for anesthetics during surgery; postoperative nausea and vomiting were reduced from 67% of patients in the placebo group to 37% in the CLO group. The number needed to treat was low (3), and the cost was lower than cost of setrons. No negative side effects were observed, postoperative sedation was not increased, and hemodynamic changes did not differ between the two groups. In children undergoing strabismus surgery, premedication with oral CLO reduced postoperative emesis. 66 TD CLO provided significant reduction in emesis in CLONEMESI, a randomized, double-blind, and placebo-controlled pilot study of severe hyperemesis gravidarum. 67 In CLONEMESI, systolic BP decreased by 6 mm and diastolic BP by 3 mm. This study used a TD delivery system advantageous in emesis. The application of TD CLO was more frequent, every 5 days instead of every 7 days, which was based on faster CLO metabolism by the CYP450/2D6 system upregulated in pregnancy. 43

CLO and GI disorders
The SA system and the ATAR modulate sensory and motor functions, fluid, and electrolyte transport in the GI tract. CLO, by interaction with ATAR in the GI tract, can help to correct altered sensation, motility, and fluid-electrolyte balance in functional and organic GI ailments. CLO can be used either stand alone or in conjunction with other treatments.

Oral CLO improved symptoms (bloating, nausea, vomiting) and gastric emptying time in a group of patients with diabetic autonomic neuropathy and gastroparesis. 68 In this group, patients with diarrhea experienced improvement in stool consistency and frequency, while patients prone to constipation did not experience worsening of symptoms. There was no change in either glycemic control or hemodynamics. The mechanism of CLO success in these patients is not clear yet. In an experimental model, 69 an alpha-2 adrenergic agonist had an opposite effect; it caused gastroparesis explained by stimulation of heteroreceptors and parasympathetic deactivation. However, in patients with autonomic neuropathy, presynaptic targets are lost, and it is likely that CLO stimulated postsynaptic gastric muscle receptors.

Sensation of gas and pain in the colon and rectum is delivered by visceral sympathetic afferents traveling to the dorsal horns of the spinal cord. Stimulation of ATAR on efferent parasympathetic neurons (heteroreceptors) inhibits the release of acetylcholine. 70,71 Stimulation of ATAR on enterocytes promotes absorption of water and electrolytes. 71-73 In human volunteers, oral CLO caused colonic and rectal relaxation, increased compliance of the colon, 74,75 and reduced perception of pain 75,76 and gas. 75 Increase in rectal compliance and reduced rectal sensitivity by TD CLO led to symptomatic improvement in women with fecal incontinence. 77

Animal studies demonstrated the antidiarrheal effect of CLO and that it is caused by stimulation of ATAR.
on enterocytes. For instance, CLO blocked diarrhea caused by a variety of agents in mice. In a double-blind, placebo-controlled study, CLO provided relief of symptoms (stool frequency, consistency, and ease of passage) in patients with diarrhea-predominant irritable bowel syndrome. In case series, oral and TD CLO reduced fluid and sodium loss in patients with short bowel syndrome who failed other antidiarrheal agents. Oral CLO also significantly decreased the volume of diarrhea in three patients suffering from severe diabetic autonomic neuropathy. The decrease in sympathetic activity by TD CLO led to reduction in the disease activity score in patients with ulcerative colitis. CLO failed to reduce diarrhea in randomized controlled trial in patients with cholanerze. CLO was used in high dose, 0.9 mg/24 h, but did not reduce fecal fluid loss. This battle between cholera toxin and CLO was lost on the intracellular postreceptor level. Cholera toxin produced enormous amounts of cAMP in the enterocytes that stimulated secretion, and stimulation of ATAR on enterocytes could not block the effect of the toxin.

**CLO and nociception**

ATARs are present on multiple levels along the nociceptive pathway. In the epidermis, ATARs are found on nociceptors. Sensitization of cutaneous nociceptors can trigger neuropathic pain, for instance, in painful diabetic neuropathy. In a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled study, CLO gel was applied to the feet of patients with painful diabetic neuropathy. The antinociceptive effect was seen in patients with preserved and functional pain receptors. These patients had adequate density of C fibers on skin biopsy and demonstrated a painful response after application of a capsaicin patch. Since plasma concentration of CLO was negligible, the antinociceptive effect was attributed to stimulation of epidermal ATAR. In another randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study of patients with painful diabetic neuropathy, CLO TTS was superior to placebo, and the analgesic effect was not due to decrease in sympathetic outflow. Again, responders to CLO were preliminary selected in the first stage of the study and then compared to placebo in the second stage (enrichment enrollment design).

ATARs are present in the dorsal horns of the spinal cord, where the first and second nociceptive neurons synapse. The ATARs are part of the descending inhibitory monoaminergic pathway. Stimulation of presynaptic ATAR inhibits release of substance P from axons of the first afferent neurons, stimulation of postsynaptic ATAR inhibits firing of the second neuron in the dorsal horn. The inhibitory pathway originates from the brainstem serotoninergic raphe nuclei, LC (coeruleo-spinopetal system), and reticular formation in the lateral medulla. The descending monoaminergic system also contributes to the analgesic effect of opiates. The opiate receptors in the monoaminergic system are “upstream”, located more centrally than the ATAR. Stimulation of the ATAR in the spinal cord by intrathecal infusion of CLO provided antinociception in patients after surgeries and in patients suffering from intractable malignant pain. The addition of CLO to an epidural regimen during labor resulted in a better analgesic effect, a reduction in doses of other analgesics, and a reduction in the incidence of pruritus. A combined regimen of TD and oral CLO was successfully used to control pain in a group of patients during and after elective abdominal surgery; however, it failed in another study. In the first group of patients, postoperative nausea and vomiting were reduced too. There are also mixed results in the use of TD CLO in the treatment of cluster headaches. In one group of patients, the frequency, duration, and intensity of headaches were reduced, whereas in another study, only some patients experienced relief of symptoms.

It is interesting and needs to be further explained why the pain suppressing effect of CLO is selective and does not affect reception of other stimuli, for instance, mechanical and thermal. The application of TD CLO in various pain syndromes deserves further exploration. The receptor-based selection of potential responders used in patients with diabetic neuropathy is an attractive approach to CLO research and also merits attention.

**CLO and cognition**

Presynaptic ATAR in the LC and on its projections to other brain areas function as autoreceptors, preventing overactivity of the noradrenergic system and over-stimulation of brain areas. The majority of ATAR in the brain, however, are postsynaptic connecting the SA system with neuronal networks. The adrenergic system is essential in adaptation of the brain to an ever-changing environment and the interaction of CLO with postsynaptic ATAR enhances this adaptation. During a low arousal state, CLO promotes the deactivation of LC and the thalamus and reduces the functional integration between the thalamus and frontal cortex. Conversely, during a high arousal state requiring attention and working memory, CLO increases connectivity and the functional integration between LC, thalamus, parietal, and frontal cortex. CLO broadens the focus of attention, helps to filter information, and ignore distraction and irrelevant stimuli, improving cognitive functions based on noradrenergic input.
CLO stimulates postjunctional 2a and 2c subtypes of ATAR in the PFC and its circuitry, ie, parietal cortex, hippocampus–amygdala complex, thalamus, and basal ganglia. This is the region of working memory, especially spatial memory, planning, executive function,\textsuperscript{117-121} cognitive flexibility, ability to solve problems, and search for solutions.\textsuperscript{122,123} CLO improved working memory in normal young primates\textsuperscript{115,116} and in primates with catecholamine depletion that either occurred during normal aging\textsuperscript{118,124,125} or was chemically induced.\textsuperscript{126}

CLO improved performance on spatial working memory task in human volunteers.\textsuperscript{127} CLO improved cognitive function in patients with Korsakoff’s psychosis, who were NA depleted by a lack of thiamine, essential for synthesis of NA in LC.\textsuperscript{128} In a study of patients with Alzheimer’s disease,\textsuperscript{129} CLO in a dose-dependent manner improved functions linked to the PFC–parietal network, such as word fluency and spatial working memory. In another group of patients with Alzheimer’s disease treated with CLO, various cognitive functions did not improve.\textsuperscript{130} Of note, CLO does not improve performance on tasks not linked to the PFC circuitry, ie, visual discrimination.\textsuperscript{118} During sleep, CLO decreases noradrenergic activity in the slow wave phase and blunts the influence of emotional charge of experience on memory consolidation, but overall, CLO does not impair retention of information.\textsuperscript{131}

CLO improves performance of PFC-associated network by stimulation of postsynaptic ATAR. The noradrenergic system is a part of degeneration during aging\textsuperscript{132} and in brain disorders, for instance, Alzheimer’s disease.\textsuperscript{133,134} The rules of receptor engagement depend on survival of noradrenergic neurons. In a brain with damaged noradrenergic pathways, low doses of CLO are adequate to stimulate postsynaptic receptors in the PFC. This scenario is analogous to the “paradoxical” effect of CLO in patients with severe orthostatic hypotension.\textsuperscript{135} In both cases, CLO interacts mostly with postjunctional ATAR: in the brain and in the blood vessels. In a brain with preserved noradrenergic system, higher doses of CLO are needed to stimulate receptors in the PFC.\textsuperscript{116,121,129} In patients with dementias, the anatomy and the extent of neuronal loss differ from person to person; multiple neurotransmitter systems are affected including sites of synthesis, projecting fibers, and receptor areas. As a result, response to treatment varies and the odds of improvement are lower with loss of receptor targets. And, since CLO is a mixed alpha-1 and alpha-2 agonist, stimulation of alpha-1 receptors may adversely affect treatment results. Ideally, selection of patients with a potential response to CLO would spare time, resources, and CLO reputation. It should resemble the targeted receptor-based approach used in patients with diabetic neuropathy.\textsuperscript{88} To date, however, there is no such screening tool yet. Would that be a CLO-based brain scan or alpha-2 brain mapping?

Sedating effect, caused by interaction of CLO with the 2b subtype of ATAR in the thalamus,\textsuperscript{120} might prevent use of higher doses of CLO and interfere with attention requiring tasks. However, upon exposure to an agonist, the 2b receptor subtype is more prone to downregulation than 2a and 2c subtypes.\textsuperscript{136,137} Then, sedation may be transient and the cognitive benefit gained by sustained stimulation of 2a and 2c receptors would dominate. Accordingly, a prolonged exposure rather than a single-dose administration is desirable for learning the benefits of CLO.

Of interest are reports of neuropsychiatric applications of CLO, for instance, in manic episodes of bipolar disorder,\textsuperscript{138} in anxiety,\textsuperscript{139} and in neuroleptic-induced movement disorders.\textsuperscript{140-143} Clearly, in a psychotic and noncompliant patient, the TD route of drug delivery is an attractive pharmacokinetic option.

**Pharmacokinetic solution**

We reviewed some of the nontraditional, noncardiovascular therapeutic applications of CLO. Antiemetic properties of CLO are very interesting and likely based on stimulation of ATAR on both noradrenergic and serotonergic neurons and inhibition of NA and 5-hydroxytryptamine release.\textsuperscript{63,144} CLO is valuable in functional and organic GI disorders either as monotherapy or as an adjunct to other treatments. CLO interacts with nociceptive pathways on multiple levels and that makes it useful in various pain syndromes. Brain disorders are very complex, and cognitive effects of CLO, overall encouraging, call for further research. In all these fields: nausea and emesis with inability to tolerate oral medicines; GI disorders with altered motility and absorption; pain syndromes treated with complex drug regimens; impaired cognition and nonadherence to treatment; the TD route of drug delivery (TD CLO) is the pharmacokinetic solution. The TD route is also advantageous in patients with swallowing dysfunction, where TD CLO can be used as an antialogue\textsuperscript{145} and with other therapeutic goals.

As noted earlier, pharmacodynamics of oral CLO and TD CLO are comparable. Therefore, the therapeutic potential of TD CLO matches that of oral CLO. Moreover, in certain circumstances, TD drug delivery is either the better or even the only option and, therefore, the pharmacokinetic solution.

**Adaptive response**

The acute adaptive response to external stressors, identified as the “fight and flight” reaction, is a complex of
well-coordinated physiological processes in multiple organ systems. LC is “fired up”; traffic in the ascending adrenergic pathways is substantially increased, however, meticulously self-controlled. Sympatho-inhibition, a self-control mechanism, affects the basal sympathetic tone and leaves the adaptive response preserved. Brain areas are integrated, level of vigilance is raised, input of information is filtered, and spatial orientation, working memory, and executive function are maximized. The BP and HR are raised, increase in secretion of growth hormone and suppression of insulin release assure higher serum glucose level. Pain is suppressed. Parasympathetic “rest and digest” reflexes are turned off. The adaptive response is carried out by the SA system, the connecting ATAR network/system, and effector organs. The ATARs are involved in sensory perception, modulation of autonomic output, brain integration, and accomplishment of high neural functions. The ATAR system presents a very wisely designed, strategically placed adaptive network connecting the SA system to other organs and systems.

Adaptation, however, is broader than response to external stressors; it also entails damage repair mechanisms. Adaptation is self-repair of noxious processes and self-control of unpleasant symptoms, for instance, correction of gastric motility in gastroparesis and control of nausea, correction of intestinal secretion to stop diarrhea and modulation of afferent input from the GI tract to decrease sensation of pain and gas. The two adaptive systems, the SA system and the ATAR system, guide the adaptation, the adaptive repair, and symptom control.

**TD CLO as an adaptogen**

Success of oral and TD CLO therapy in diverse clinical fields appears at first puzzling and intriguing. Certainly, CLO is not a panacea, it has failures, too. So, what is CLO?

CLO therapy can be described by a new, CLO-ATAR-adaptation (CL-ATAR-AD) concept. CLO “turns on” the ATAR system and sets off adaptive reactions and responses associated with these receptors. CLO, therefore, is a remedy “increasing resistance to a broad spectrum of stressors of different physical, chemical and biological natures,” where a stressor is a threat to homeostasis. Such remedy/agent is called an adaptogen. The concept of adaptogens, currently all of plant origin, has been recognized by the scientific community. It is interesting but not surprising that both CLO and phytoadaptogens cause similar changes in cellular signaling: phytoadaptogens also decrease the amount of cAMP, increase phospholipase C activity, and reduce the number of G protein-coupled receptors including the ATAR. The latter prevents their overwhelming and disorganizing stimulation by stress. The phytoadaptogens cause these changes by activating or deactivating certain genes. In author’s opinion, these similarities in the molecular and cellular transformations further support classifying CLO as an adaptogen.

The CL-ATAR-AD concept implies “sense and territory”. The ATAR system assures the “adaptive sense” of CLO therapy and delineates its therapeutic territory, as vast and as limited as the ATAR network. The ATAR system is “smart” and flexible, as it is required for adaptation. For instance, in patients with orthostatic hypotension, postjunctional receptors are activated and BP rises. Secretion of growth hormone and suppression of insulin secretion maintain the level of glucose, but utilization of glucose by tissues is also improved. Correction of gastroparesis is achieved through a not yet understood mechanism. CLO therapy, however, cannot succeed if the damage is beyond ATAR land or if the damage is overwhelming and irreparable through ATAR-associated mechanisms. As an example, in a patient with dementia and atrophy of the PFC, CLO might not improve cognition. The cholera toxin produced intracellular cAMP in such enormous amounts that stimulation of ATAR could not counteract it and control secretory diarrhea. The CLO-ATAR-adaptation concept also encourages a prognosis on emerging therapeutic potential of TD CLO. As already noted, the therapeutic potential of TD CLO at least matches that of oral CLO. The field of future TD CLO applications lies within the adaptive ATAR network. TD CLO can be used as stand alone or with other treatments. The physiological task would be consistent with resistance to damage and protection of homeostasis and could be as bold as declared for phytoadaptogens: aging, neurodegeneration, inflammation, immunity, drug toxicities, and many others. Gains that need time and are not easily measurable. Yes, the breadth of the current data is intriguing but makes adaptive sense. Hence, it is encouraging and promising. The story continues and will learn more about TD CLO.

**Conclusion**

CLO, an agonist of alpha receptors, is used in oral and TD forms. Both forms of CLO are equally effective; the TD form has attractive pharmacokinetics and a lesser burden of adverse effects. In certain clinical circumstances, for instance, in patients with dysphagia, nausea, GI ailments, cognitive disorders, and complex pain syndromes, the TD route of drug delivery (TD CLO) is the pharmacokinetic solution. The ATAR network is an adaptive system connecting the sympatho-adrenergic system to other organs, systems, and organ systems. CLO activates this adaptive system and
triggers reactions and responses of adaptation protecting the homeostasis. For this reason, CLO is an adaptogen and CLO therapy can be described by a new CLO-ATAR-adaptation concept. This concept explains successes and failures of CLO therapy in diverse clinical fields. It also lays grounds for a prognosis on emerging therapeutic potential of TD CLO and encourages further research on TD CLO, expectantly interesting and fruitful.
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